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1 Introduction

Many scheduling problems have a huge number of optimal solutions, such as 1||Lmax,
1|rj |Cmax, F2||Cmax, etc. A general methods to characterize the set of optimal solutions of
such a problem has been presented in [1, 2, 3, 5, 6].

It is assumed that jobs are renumbered in EDD order (can be done in O(n log n) time) [4]
and sequence (J1, J2, ..., Jn) is the root sequence of the lattice. Based on the framework of the
lattice, the objective is to find a sequence (permutation) σ as deep as possible in the lattice.
A property is that all the predecessors of σ are also optimal sequences and these predecessors
can be characterized very easily. The distance to the bottom sequence (reverse EDD sequence),
also called ’level’, is denoted by

∑
Nj , which is to minimize.

2 Definition of function
∑

Nj and first results

We consider a set of n jobs Jj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. To each job is associated a processing time pj and
a due date dj . An O(n log n) time pre-treatment allows to renumber the jobs in EDD order and

to transform due dates into deadlines d̃j , so that sequence EDD = (J1, J2, ..., Jn) is feasible.
Definition of

∑
Nj

Consider a sequence σ. The level of σ is the number of pairs (Jj , Jk) such that j < k and
Jj precedes Jk. Nj denotes the number of jobs after Jj with an index greater than j. We have
Nj =

∑n
i=j+1

∑n
h=k+1 xi,h, if xj,k is a binary variable equal to 1 if job Jj is in position k. The

level of σ is equal to
∑

Nj . This objective function has other denominations in the literature : it
is the so called Kendall’s tau distance and it is also the crossing number between the considered
sequence with the inverse EDD sequence.

First results

– Problem 1||
∑

Nj (without due date or deadline) is trivial. The optimal sequence is the
reverse order of index, with level

∑
Nj = 0.

– Problem 1|pj = p, d̃j |
∑

Nj can be solved in O(n log n) time by an exact Backward algo-
rithm or Forward algorithm.

– The complexity of problem 1|d̃j|
∑

Nj remains open.

3 Properties and resolution methods for 1|d̃j|
∑

Nj problem

Property : An optimal solution can always be decomposed in a succession of batches defined
as follows (proof admitted) :

– the "head" of the batch is the last job of the batch,



– the jobs in each batch are in decreasing numbering order,
– the index of the heads are increasing, starting with index 1.
Exact resolution methods

Two MIP models were presented in [3], one using positional variable, the other using relative
position variables.

A branch-and-bound algorithm (BB) with some dominance rules is proposed. The above
property is one of very useful dominance rules used to cut branches. The initial solution is the
best result of two heuristic methods Backward algorithm and Forward algorithm.

Heuristic and Metaheuristic methods

Two polynomial time heuristic methods are proposed :
– Backward algorithm (BW ) builds the solution by the end, putting in last position the

feasible job with the smallest index ;
– Forward algorithm (FW ) takes the jobs in EDD order, put each job as late as possible

and inserts feasible and most suited jobs with the biggest index before it.
Two metaheuristic methods : Tabu search (denoted Tabu) and Simulated Annealing (deno-

ted SA), with some (common) neighborhoods operators, have been developed to improve the
heuristic solutions. The initial solution of Tabu search and SA are the best solution of BW ,
FW .

Computational experiments

Two types of instances have been generated. One type of classical random instances, one
type of "difficult" instances. The computational experiments have been performed for all the
methods above. They show that BB outperforms CPLEX and that BW is the best heuristic
method for difficult data.

4 Conclusions and perspectives

In this paper, a new category of scheduling problems has been identified. Some trivial pro-
blems are solved in polynomial time, but the general problem with arbitrary processing time
and deadlines remains open. Some resolution methods are proposed and compared.

We are continuing to improve the resolution methods by introducing cuts and more do-
minance conditions. But the most important – to our point of view – is to investigate the
complexity of the general problem 1|d̃j |

∑
Nj , which is supposed to be NP-hard.
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